Science tells us that refrigerating eggs can assist reduce the risk of Salmonella but condensation on eggs caused by temperature fluctuations can increase the risk.

Refrigeration is not the silver bullet that eliminates the risk of Salmonella in Australia because Salmonella risk reduction is multifactorial and complex and includes safe food handling techniques in the kitchen while preparing meals.

Eggs are a fresh food product. Like farmers of other fresh foods, most egg farmers do a great deal to ensure the safety of the food they produce. Egg farmers carry out a number of measures to minimise the presence of Salmonella, ranging from cleaning farm sheds, cool storage and transportation of eggs, minimising egg temperature variations, separating out dirty and cracked eggs, or even washing and sanitising eggs.
AECL commissioned Dr Connor Thomas from the Schools of Molecular and Biomedical Science at the University of Adelaide to identify the best Salmonella risk assessment models for the egg industry.

Dr Thomas reported that his research found that refrigerating eggs did help reduce the risk of Salmonella but a number of other risk mitigation measures were also very important.

In his 2006 report, Dr Thomas suggested that:

- Salmonella risks would be minimised by not using cracked or dirty eggs in products likely to be provided to individuals susceptible to food-borne Salmonellosis. This is a requirement of the Food Standards Code.
- Refrigeration of eggs throughout the supply chain, including during wholesale and retail storage could reduce the risk of human Salmonellosis.
- General improvement to hygiene and food storage practices in catering operations is required where these practices are below par. This includes giving special attention to the prevention of cross-contamination and temperature abuse of egg products.

**AECL’s Salmonella Initiative** is a project creating a through-chain risk assessment that includes research-based knowledge to be used as the basis for the management of each risk which will also identify knowledge gaps that can be filled through the AECL work program.

For media enquiries, please call (02) 9409 6909.

### Reducing Salmonella risks: some more details

Dr Thomas reported that it was evident that few, if any, outbreaks of food-borne Salmonellosis in Australia were unequivocally attributed to eggs from farms using credible quality assurance systems and retailed commercially.

His report also stated that there was evidence pointing to the use of ungraded eggs and cracked/seconds eggs as the cause of some outbreaks of Salmonellosis.

“The evidence is sufficient to recommend avoiding the use of the latter type of eggs... and to advocate that during future outbreaks of food-borne Salmonellosis authorities acquire information on the source of eggs present in any incriminated foods,” the report stated.

Consumption of food containing raw or undercooked egg was identified in the report as an important factor that can contribute to egg-related outbreaks of Salmonellosis.

“These foods are often subjected to temperature abuse and potentially can also acquire Salmonella from cross-contamination during preparation, storage and handling. Unfortunately, these foods are repeatedly associated with outbreaks in vulnerable populations (health care, aged care and infant care settings). Greater use of pasteurised egg pulp in meals prepared by commercial caterers and institutions caring for vulnerable individuals could be used to reduce this risk.”

The delay in the growth of Salmonella in eggs has been found to be temperature dependent. For eggs held at room temperature, growth may be inhibited for 2 to 3 weeks. Conversely, for eggs stored at 37°C, growth may occur in a few days.

This effect is the result of a temperature and time dependent breakdown in the integrity of the vitelline membrane. As eggs age weakening of this membrane allows bacteria to migrate from the albumen into the
yolk, or the leakage of yolk contents into the albumen. These changes have been suggested to be factors that can lead to significant growth of Salmonella in eggs.

Thus, Salmonella in eggs may increase greatly as a result of invasion and growth in the yolk. Typically, at ambient room temperatures increases in cell counts are not observed until the eggs are stored for periods in excess of three weeks. This growth lag correlates with weakening of the yolk membrane.

The term Yolk Mean Time (YMT) has been coined to define the period during which Salmonella is present within the egg will be prevented from multiplying due to natural inhibitory and physical barriers. The term provides a useful expression of the interaction of storage time and temperature and capacity for growth from farm to retail for Salmonella. It’s been estimated that the YMT for eggs stored at 16°C is 26 days and for those stored at 20°C, 17 days.

Irrespective of the manner of cooking, risk associated with foods containing eggs is minimised by retail storage of eggs at 4°C. Risk increases by ~8 fold for uncooked and lightly cooked foods prepared from eggs stored at other temperatures once the YMT has been exceeded. However, well-cooked foods, such as scrambled eggs, are predicted to represent little or no risk because the cooking step inactivates all Salmonella.

Refrigeration can help minimise the risk of Salmonella but refrigeration and then gradual warming (from supermarket to fridge at home for example) creates condensation. Condensation on eggs due to removing eggs from storage at 4°C to ambient temperature, while not a hazard in its’ own right, provides opportunity for bacterial survival and penetration of the shell.

Moisture is needed to allow penetration, hence any stage of production where both moisture and a positive temperature differential may be present provides an opportunity for bacterial invasion. When eggs are removed from refrigerated storage and placed at room temperature, they may “sweat” due to condensation of water droplets on the egg surface.

Consequently, industry quality assurance practices aim to prevent temperature changes that may cause condensation to form on the egg surface. The risk will be reduced for washed eggs due to reduction of bacterial loads on the shell surface.

Regarding egg quality, storing eggs at low temperature helps to maintain the freshness, and at the same time limit the growth of Salmonella.

Through the Salmonella Initiative, AECL has been collaborating with relevant through-chain stakeholders (producers, health departments, regulators, food service operators, chefs) to identify appropriate controls measures at various stages through chain.

For consumer-friendly information on eggs and salmonella click here.